Ysgol Trefonnen Church In Wales School

S4 Beddgelert.
Year 5/6Autumn Term
TOPIC Make a change

Mathematical Development Discrete Units
Place value, ordering and rounding
Four Rules of number.
Mental calculations.-problem solving.
Money
Fractions-decimals
Data handling.
Shape and space, reasoning about shapes.
Measuring
Negative numbers
Area, perimeter.
Angles
Problem solving
Numeracy Across The Curriculum
* Historical dates and timescale.
*data handling-Selecting and constructing

appropriate charts, diagrams and graphs with
suitable scales.
*temperatures-positive and negative
*Yr 5-add and subtract 3 d
*

Physical Development
*swimming
*Adventurous Activities
Gymnastics.

P.S.E. Well Being and
Multicultural Diversity
Healthy lifestyle, what
changes do we need to
make?
Circle time.
Raising self esteem.
Relationships.
How individuals can make a
difference.
ESDGC-Global warming, ice
caps,-changes we can make..
.
Taking responsibility for own
learning

Communication, Language & Literacy
Discrete Units
*Grammar, adjectives, synonyms, conditionals punctuation.
*Handwriting
Features of recount, discussion text and fiction.
hot seating/discussion/.Playscripts. Poetry.
*
*

Literacy Across The Curriculum
* Oracy-Group discussions-contribute purposefully.
*reading-research –gathering and using a range of information from
different sources
Writing- Yr 5: use paragraphs, which have one main related idea
Yr 6use paragraphs making links between them.

*
Welsh Language Development
*Unit 7, presenting personal experiences, holiday
*
news.
*incidental welsh.

R.E.
Christian life and values
Bible
Festivals- weddings

Creative Development
Music
*Evaluating music from Victorian era.
*Rhythm-Poetry,story writing,
composing(railways.
Art
* William Morris Patterns and textiles
Victorian Paintings-primary source.
Traditions of copying Victorian Art.
*
Creative Movement
* transformations
*Travel to the South Pole
D.T.
* Design and create a bag
*Printing
Tie and dye

Knowledge and
Understanding of
the World

Geography/History
Victorian Period linked to
local history and study of
Llandrindod Wells.schools, clothes, rich and
poor.
The Antarctic-wild life
Global warming, ice caps
Expeditions to South Pole.
Science

What changes materials
Heating, Cooling.
Solid liquid gas,-changes in state.
Evaporation. Condensation.
Reversible and non reversible reactions
Chromatography

